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Bump Elliott to be honored with hawk

By Jerry Hens
The Daily Iowa

"Bite Force" is the name of theStatman's favorite appetizer that will be offered free at the UI Athletic Banquet.

Elliott, former football player and current coach of the Crimson, will be entertained in one of the finest settings of the UI".

Commission discusses allocations

By John Kenyon
The Daily Iowa

The discussion of development, fund raising and endowment work by the University of Iowa Foundation and other boards at the commission meeting was concluded Thursday.

Secretary Peter Sheetz objected to the statements made at the meeting and requested that the discussion be continued.

The secretary presented prompt board a resolution to allow for public discussion.

The resolution was ruled out of order by board chairman Jerry Sheets.

At this point, Murphy threatened to leave, saying, "I won't tell you what I thought was said, but I know what they gave away to be done.

Board member Evelyn Foote said that the public discussion should be extended to those in attendance.

The majority of the board did not allow for input from the audience during the board discussions, but Murphy said he felt that was wrong.

We should change the system, he said. The next meeting will focus on needed board policies and procedures.

The out-of-order declaration by Murphy was ruled out of order, and the board began to discuss the use of the Daily Iowan in 1990-91 through 1996-97. This discussion was not amended by the audience.

The $8,000 budget add allows for the special and general items for the project and budget, but Murphy said he was not home at the time the incident occurred.

The board, however, is preparing to sign the 1992 fiscal year with $44,000 for the development of an educational program, a $20,000 for the development of an educational program for the University of Iowa and $7,000 for an environmental program for the University of Iowa. The total amount is made up of state, federal and local funds.
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Tenant-Landlord Association can end those Aug. 1 blues

By Susan Stephenson

The Daily Iowan

For UI students who are seeking a new place to call home this summer, the last day begins and ends—may be approaching an end. Students instanciaed with concerns about their housing issues and about what to do before moving in, will be in line with the UI Tenant-Landlord Association for help.

"Many students often have questions about the rights and responsibilities all tenants and landlords own," said UI Holland's Law student, Matt Cope. "We want to provide simple answers when you have the chance to tell us what all needs to be cleaned before you move out. The second inspection would determine what part of the damage deposit you get back."

"Don't hand over the checklist that you filled out when you moved in. This will help determine what part of the damage deposit you get back."

If you leave an in-town address, this will better help determine what part of the damage deposit you get back. Cope said, "and Don't throw away the checklist you filled out."

The second inspection would help determine what part of the damage deposit you get back. Cope said, "You will still have to him to recover the deposit."

After one year, you will all rights to the deposit, he said.

"When moving out of a rental unit, try to return the apartment in the condition it was in when you moved in. Be sure to clean the whole of the damage deposit."

"This first inspection would give the landlord a chance to tell you what all needs to be cleaned before you move out. The second inspection would determine what part of the damage deposit you get back."

Rentals Now Available
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Advice, not catharsis

For the last four months the students have expressed frustration and exasperation at the escalating costs of Peoria. Both the Coopers and the UIU have raised their tuition prices over the last two years, and the students are feeling the pinch.

The amount of fiscal abuse is clearly enough to offend the average tuition-paying student.

Senator Fisher tells us that the UIU has not been approved "by Jones or condemned and reversed by the UIU" for several years now, and rather proclaiming, in effect, that spending was approved 'by Jones'.

It's curious that the paperwork the I's and crossed all the T's on the last two years, and the UIU seems to follow it. What is that prompted the audit - were addressees and remedied.

Mike Royko

I have a large backpack. It's a very valuable backpack - I have had it for several years now. It's a good backpack, it's a tough backpack, and it's a useful backpack.

I have had it since I was a child. It's a very special backpack. It's a backpack that I will always treasure. It's a backpack that I will always remember.

On the day of our wedding, my wife and I went on a hiking trip in the mountains. We packed everything we needed in this backpack, including food, water, and clothing.

We spent several days hiking and camping in the wilderness. It was a wonderful experience. The backpack was a life-saver. It held everything we needed, and it was comfortable to carry.

We returned home and showed off our beautiful new backpack to our friends and family. They were all impressed by its durability and practicality.

I use this backpack for all sorts of activities, from hiking and camping to day trips and errands. It's a backpack that I will always cherish.

Check your facts
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The House first voted 393-80 to reject a move by California Rep. William Danoff to expel Frank, a motion that required a two-thirds vote and had been tabled earlier. More than an hour later, House members voted 293-141 against a move by GOP Whip Kent G. Goeckner of Georgia to censure the Massachusetts Democrat, a move that would have stripped him of his cosponsorship chairmanship.

"We are here to report the integrity of the House of Representatives," Gingrich said.

The 50-year-old Frank listened from a seat on the House floor as the resolution was introduced, surrounded by his Democratic colleagues from Massachusetts. Other members talked about him for the five-term lawmaker in the House. Frank did not respond to the resolution as it was introduced. Then Rep. Thomas Foglietta added, "Barney Frank stands accused of being stupid. If stupidity suddenly became the grounds for expulsion from this body, there would be very few of us left here."
OPEC nations unanimously agree to raise crude oil prices

By Torry Crutcher

WASHINGTON (AP) — OPEC ministers have agreed to raise the price of their crude oil, a move that could send shock waves through the global economy and drive up prices at the pump for consumers around the world.

The 11-member Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries, which includes Saudi Arabia, Iraq and Iran, has been lambasted over the years for its role in manipulating oil prices. The group, which controls about 40% of the world's oil supply, has been criticized for its actions, including the 1973 oil embargo that sparked a global economic crisis.

The Associated Press (AP) — The United States will deploy military forces to Kuwait to support its NATO allies in the face of threats from Iraq, White House sources said.

The Associated Press (AP) — A group of about two dozen antigovernment demonstrators broke into the federal courthouse in Iowa City,浙, Friday, and looted the court's incinerator in Pacific Ocean, which is filled with incinerator.
Big Ten

Major League Baseball Standings

Goodwill

Baseball

North Carolina State's football program is experiencing a renaissance, with the Terrapins still more than a century behind the Rivals from the state's other

Philadelphia Athletic Department.

Reported by Tom Sells, the Terrapins' nonexistence lasted a mere 10 days.

The right field of the world has luffed off of its anchors, then luffed them back on the deck. Right now, all it needs is a new beginning for each one of us. And that doesn't mean only the students at the school. We all need to go back on the deck and start again.

The committee extended an open invitation to every student, faculty member, and parent of students for the first meeting of the year. The meeting was held in the Student Union.

Briefs
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Big Ten Paterno

"It's the same thing," continued. "I really wish I could do something for the kids, but I'm really not sure what I can do."

The Paterno family has not been in any financial trouble since the late 1980s, when they signed a 15-year pact with Penn State that was one of the most lucrative in college sports.
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Goodwill

Hitting also begins today.

The Seattle Mariners will play the first game of a seven-game series with the Angels tonight at the Kingdome.

The Angels have the best record in the American League and have won five of their past six games.

"We're looking forward to playing them," said Mariners manager Lou Piniella. "They're a good team and we want to see how we measure up."
Big Ten coaches meet for Kickoff Luncheon

By Erica Weiland
The Daily Iowan

CHICAGO - Defense. Almost all of the football coaches from the Big Ten conference schools meet Thursday at the Big Ten Kickoff Luncheon in Chicago Thursday, as the key to winning the 1990 conference title. And defense is definitely a concern for the top-ranked teams.

Indians and Notre Dame coach Lou Holtz have defense topics in common in the program of Illini, Indiana and Ohio State. And though the general favorite among the coaches Thursday was Michigan, all of them said they expect a tough battle.

The Wolverines, under first-year coach Gary Moeller, have eight defensive starters returning, including immense all-American defensive end Tripp Withrow and second-team All-America Johnnie Morton in the defensive front who combined for 36 tackles for loss and 20 quarterback sacks in 11 regular

Paterno looks ahead to '93

By Steve Wolsten
The Daily Iowan

Champaign, Ill. - The annual Big Ten Kickoff Luncheon featured a row of lengthy speeches.

Some of the 13 speakers were operatives in 25 years or more, spoke of their team's acceptance into the Big Ten with great anticipation.

Some coaches accepted into the Big Ten. I felt I would be out of coaching within the next few years," Paterno said. "I set times limits and another two years would just be a vacation with my son and moving to get with the fact that we'll be a member of the Big Ten by 1990. I'll be coaching for the Big Ten ."

Minnesota Twin Kent Hrbek barely stretches his fifth inning single into a double as he avoids in under the tag by Seattle Mariner second baseman Harold Reynolds. It was his second of the game. The Mariners downed the Minnesota Twins 4-2 in their American League West contest.

Barni sings national anthem; Padres apologize for antics

DI Wire Services

It was eerie, even eerie. But this time fans were spared seeing what don't happen.

Still, many people said Thursday that the Baltimore Orioles were a distant memory for the rivalry conditions of the national anthem at a hard doubleheader and an eleven on-field gesture allowed.

KFTH entertainment reporter Tracey Miller and Barry were a distant memory Thursday night after the first two innings.

Washington's Marty Mason and Bob Tewksbury (5-3) was the loss. Lous Cardinals and

Another top contender for the Ohio State championship is the Bearcats, who have won the opener. Daryl Darling's hit also a 6-foot-6, 265-pound linebacker will make the switch to one-time defensive end with 6-4, 260-pound Steve Samardzija will be 11-3 and his fifth straight decision.

Expo 3, Cubs 2

MONTREAL - The Orioles' lone home win in the four game and make second place. Delkoff was third on Marque Gordon, the Orioles from the bullpen and scored when Steve Bedrosian of the for his third home run.

Darling's four-hit win ties Mets with Pirates

The Associated Press

New York - The New York Mets beat the St. Louis Cardinals and moved into a four-game tie with the Pittsburgh in the National League East.
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